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Welcome to our  2022 programme! 

The past year has brought challenges and rewards in equal measure for 
Magic Cat, and we are especially thrilled with the industry recognition we 

have received, winning a commendation at the Bookseller Nibbies for Small 
Press of the Year and Best Newcomer at the Independent Publisher Awards.

To start the new year we build on our best-loved brands, and our frontlist has 
a focus on new ways to slow down and appreciate the world around us with 

fresh eyes. Fall in love with fifteen plant heroes in Grow: A Children’s Guide to 
Plants and How to Grow Them. Introduce the youngest reader to life cycles in a 

pond, or in a tree, with our board book series ‘Three Step Stories’. And transform 
the way you experience the natural world around you with The Secret Signs 

of Nature, which gives you the tools to use your five senses to follow nature’s 
signs. 

 We also expand our programme into picture books, as we celebrate the joy 
and mayhem of family life in The Every Baby Book, from bestselling author and 

illustrator Frann Preston-Gannon. And we publish our first art book starring a 
frisky family of cats, illustrated by Korean artist Nyangsongi. 

Here’s  to  many more hours  enjoying,  explor ing and  
f i l l ing up on books!

Rachel  and Jenny 



A companion title to An Interesting 
Word for Every Day of the Year, this title 
introduces first concepts including colours, 
numbers and shapes, as well as parts of 
the body, things that go, animals and the 
world around us.

Perfect to use at home with your little 
one or with a group of toddlers, this book 
contains enough to explore, entertain and 
educate for the whole year.

This visual encyclopedia This visual encyclopedia 
of first words gives early of first words gives early 
readers a chance to learn readers a chance to learn 
a new word every day of a new word every day of 

the year. the year. 

Learn a new Learn a new 
word every day!word every day!

Also available: Compiled in consultation with 
a Harvard Professor of Early 
Learning and Development, 365 

First Words will help your 
little ones develop their 

speaking, listening and 
observational skills  
as they learn to 
identify objects.978-1-913520-04-5

£12.99

978-1-913520-36-6
Published January 6th 2022
Written in consultation with 
Dr Meredith L. Rowe
Illustrated by Monika Forsberg
Ages 1-3; £12.99
Hardback; 210 x 195mm; 112pp 
Case with matt lam and imitlin spine



Each card features an engaging animal 
character on the front of the card, and 
an activity on the reverse, providing 
reassurance and healthy coping 
strategies to promote mental well-being. 

Includes a pamphlet with further 
guidance on using the cards.

This boxed card deck This boxed card deck 
brings together 30 brings together 30 

exercises to help your  exercises to help your  
little one recognize  little one recognize  
and communicate  and communicate  

their feelings.their feelings.

30  activity cardsactivity cards
to explore our to explore our 

emotions.emotions.

This boxed set contains 26 individual puzzles 
to encourage letter recognition and matching 
skills. Each 2-piece puzzle features a picture to 
match to every letter from A to Z, promoting 
language and literacy development, as well as 
hand-eye coordination. 

A fun addition to the ‘Little Word Whizz’ range, 
which has been developed in conjuction with a 
Harvard Professor of Early Learning 
and Development, Dr. Meredith L. Rowe.

26 mini letter-matching puzzles 26 mini letter-matching puzzles 
to help children learn the letters to help children learn the letters 

of the alphabet.of the alphabet.

Match the alphabet!Match the alphabet!

978-1-913520-50-2
Published  March 3rd 2022
Written by Emily Sharratt
Illustrated by Monika Forsberg
Ages 1+; £12.99
145 x 98 mm; 30 cards + 16pp booklet 
Box matt lam

978-1-913520-52-6
Publishing May 12th 2022
Illustrated by Monika Forsberg
Ages 2+; £14.99
Jigsaw puzzle; 140 x 200 mm
Slipcased box matt lam with graining



simple stories sure to soothe  
your little one to sleep

300,000  
copies sold 

around 
the world

baby animal tales

Picture books:
Bunny (978-1-9161805-0-5)
Duckling (978-1-9161805-4-3)
Published March 1st 2020

Penguin (978-1-9161805-9-8)
Llama (978-1-913520-02-1)
Published September 1st 2020

Monkey (978-1-913520-12-0)
Panda (978-1-913520-11-3)
Published February 1st 2021

Sloth (978-1-913520-33-5)
Published February 3rd 2022

Written by Amanda Wood
Photographs by Bec Winnel
Illustrated by Vikki Chu
Ages 2+; £8.99; Hardback; 210 x 
195mm; 24pp Matt lam; imitlin 
spine with white foil

New in  the  ‘Baby Animals ’  ser ies  for 
the  youngest  readers ,  these  board 
books  feature  the  s implest  s tor ies , 
ideal  for  naps  or  bedt ime,  wi th 
chunky,  durable  board  pages . 

also available as  
board books!

Board books:
Bunny (978-1-913520-18-2)
Duckling (978-1-913520-19-9)
Penguin (978-1-913520-24-3)
Panda (978-1-913520-23-6)

Published June 1st 2021 
Llama (978-1-913520-28-1)
Monkey (978-1-913520-49-6)

Published February 3rd 2022
Bear (978-1-913520-34-2)
Sea Otter (978-1-913520-35-9)
Published August 4th 2022

Ages 0+; £7.99
Board books; 180 x 167mm; 
20pp Matt lam and spot UV



This book charts Shakespeare’s 
phenomenal talent and peeks behind 
the curtain at his most famous plays, 
from tragedies such as Romeo and 
Juliet and Hamlet to comedies such 
as A Midsummer Night’s Dream and 

Taming of the Shrew.

Travel back 400 years  Travel back 400 years  
to visit rowdy theatres  to visit rowdy theatres  
and royal palaces to and royal palaces to 

understand what it was like understand what it was like 
to live in Shakespeare’s to live in Shakespeare’s 
Elizabethan England and  Elizabethan England and  

the influence it had on his  the influence it had on his  
ground-breaking work. ground-breaking work. 

DISCOVER THE HISTORY,DISCOVER THE HISTORY,
COMEDY AND TRAGEDYCOMEDY AND TRAGEDY

OF THE WORLD ’ SOF THE WORLD ’ S
GREATEST PLAYWRIGHT.GREATEST PLAYWRIGHT.

978-1-913520-46-5
Published February 17th 2022
Written by Emma Roberts 
Illustrated by Sarah Tanat Jones
Ages 7+; £14.99
Hardback; 290 x 215 mm; 64pp 
Case with imit lin and gold foil



Time to 
wake up!

Time to 
celebrate!

Every baby loves looking at babies – 

just like them!
 

This inclusive board book celebrates the 

things that families of all kinds share, 

the things that make each one unique – 

and the love at the heart of every one.

Baby will love watching their daily routine unfold 
with every turn of the page, as each spread leads 
you through a typical toddler’s day and focuses on 
a different theme on every spread, from playtime to 
nap time to bath time.

With artwork from bestselling author-illustrator 
Frann Preston-Gannon – herself a mum to a toddler – 
this book will bring a smile of recognition to parents’ 
faces everywhere, filled with images that speak 
to the joys, frustrations, exhaustion and sheer mess 
of bringing up a baby in today’s world.

Families of 
every name
share a love 
that’s just 
the same.

Discover the things that every baby  
sha res... and lea rn about fami lies  

of every kind, too!

978-1-913520-37-3
Published March 3rd 2022
Written and illustrated by 
Frann Preston-Gannon
Ages 0+; £8.99
Board book; 189 x 162mm; 30pp
Case with matt lam and spot UV



A

ABROMELIADS

MINT

A

Grow1

v HERO OF 
AROMA 

¸ REMEDY

v HERO OF 
COMMUNICATION  
¸ COMMUNITY

MUSHROOMS

v HERO OF 
FLAVOUR   

¸ FRIENDSHIP

MEET...

¸

A  C H I L D R E N ’S  G U I D E  TO  P L A N T S  
A N D  H O W  TO  G R O W  T H E M

Grow BEAUTY. Grow COMPANIONSHIP. Grow FLAVOUR.

Discover fifteen plants and fungi with incredible powers, then 
learn how to grow them. 

Meet each one’s surprising relatives (the tasty  
tomato is a cousin of deadly nightshade!) 

Discover their interesting history (lettuce was 
 the first plant to be grown in space!). 

Then follow step-by-step instructions to grow each one, 
whether you have a big garden or a sunny windowsill.

978-1-913520-40-3
Published March 3rd 2022
Written by Rizanino Reyes
Illustrated by Sara Boccaccini 
Meadows
Ages 7+; £16.99
Hardback; 310 x 256mm; 64pp 
Case with imitlin and deboss



Also available:

978-1-913520-05-2
£14.99

Brown Bear Wood

Board Books

100 Piece Puzzle

Includes 
fold-out 
poster

Follow Bear as he sets off on an exciting Easter egg 
hunt adventure with his friends Brown Bear Wood. 
Can you help them? Set to rollicking rhyming text 
with 100 eggs to find and count. The perfect Easter 
gift – full of the joys of Spring!

Follow Bear as he sets off on a festive Christmas present 
hunt adventure with his friends in Brown Bear Wood. Can 
you help them? Set to rollicking rhyming song with twelve 
presents to find and count. The perfect Christmas gift – full 
of the joys of Winter!

You’re invited to Bear’s picnic! Feast on food, 
make daisy chains and go for a swim in the great 
outdoors, along with Brown Bear Wood’s magical 
woodland family. 

Includes a fold-out poster which can be used 
as an aid to complete the puzzle and features 
a rhyme and twenty fun things to spot.

978-1-913520-47-2 (The Great Egg Hunt) 
Published March 3rd 2022 
978-1-913520-48-9 (The Twelve Days of 
Christmas)
Publishing October 13th 2022
Written by Rachel Piercey
Illustrated by Freya Hartas
Ages 2+; £7.99
Board books; 180 x 167 mm; 12pp
Matt lam and foil

978-1-913520-51-9 (Bear’s Picnic)
Publishing April 14th 2022
978-1-913520-63-2 (Bunny’s Birthday)
Publishing June 16th 2022
Written by Rachel Piercey
Illustrated by Freya Hartas
Ages 4+; £17.99
Jigsaw puzzle; 254 x 254 mm 
Slipcased box matt lam with graining



signs of
the SECRET

NATURE
Meet two young navigators as they discover the 
ancient art of reading outdoor clues.  

Join them as they learn to read a full moon, 
decode the colour of the ocean and forecast the 
weather with a rainbow, uncovering the secret 
signs of nature and a world of forgotten skills.

Written by top wilderness trainer, Craig Caudill, 
who shares more than 200 tips for reading 
nature from decades spent walking the land 
around his home and around the world.

Chapters include: 
The secret signs of...
Rainbows, clouds and storms
Oceans, puddles and water 
Trees, flowers and fungi 
Mammals, insects and birds
The sun, moon and stars

With a foreword by 
British naturalist
Steve Backshall.

978-1-913520-38-0
Publishing April 14th 2022
Written by Craig Caudill
Illustrated by Carrie Shryock
Ages 7+; £14.99
Hardback; 290 x 235mm; 64pp 
Case with matt lam and imit lin 
quarter binding



ÞA cat's guide to art... and life!

Meet a frisky feline family as they  
take inspiration from the world’s  
great masterpieces to learn the art  
of being a cat. 

Discover how to be adored in  
The Birth of Venus by Botticelli;  

Learn how to hunt as you 
pore over The Night Watch by 
Rembrandt; 

Gather all your courage in Under 
the Wave off Kanagawa by 
Katsushika Hokusai;

As a finale, enjoy the art of feasting 
atop a skyscraper as the cats’
next adventure takes shape...

A book for art lovers, cat lovers 
and everyone in between, each 
spread features irresistible
cat characters who moonlight 
as humans in some of the world’s 
best-loved images, set to a 
rollicking read-aloud text from 
picture book maven Jenn Bailey.

Back matter includes information 
about each of the artworks. 

Featuring twelve artworks including: The Study of a Student 
by Laura Wheeler Waring, The Last Supper by Leonardo da 
Vinci, The Birth of Venus by Sandro Botticelli, The Night Watch 
by Rembrandt van Rijin, Nighthawks by Edward Hopper, A 
Sunday on La Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat, The Dancing 
Class by Edgar Degas, Jockey on a Galloping Horse by Eadweard 
Muybridge, Bedroom in Arles by Vincent van Gogh, Children’s 
Games by Pieter Bruegel, Under the Wave off Kanagawa 
(Kanagawa oki nami ura) by Katsushika Hokusai, The Banjo 
Lesson by Henry Ossawa Tanner, New York Construction Workers 
Lunching on a Crossbeam by Charles Clyde Ebbets.

978-1-913520-39-7
Publishing April 14th 2022
Written by Jenn Bailey
Illustrated by Nyangsongi
Ages 4+; £14.99
Hardback; 310 x 256mm; 32pp 
Case with matt lam and  
gold foil



978-1-913520-41-0 (...  Pond)
978-1-913520-42-7 (... Tree)
Publishing 14th April 2022
978-1-913520-69-4(... Rockpool)
978-1-913520-70-0 (... Garden)
Publishing 1st June 2023
Written by Will Millard
Illustrated by Rachel Quiqi
Ages 1+; £7.99
Board books; 189 x 167 mm; 10pp 
Case with matt lam and spot UV, 
with double lift flaps throughout

Explore nature with five interactive life-
cycle stories, all sharing a single ecosystem. 

Each simple ‘story’ is set across a double 
page spread, and is revealed through 
interactive double-layer lift flaps – watch a 
tadpole hatch from frogspawn then lift the 
flap to see it grow into a frog.

Simple rhyming texts together with 
educational labels make the spreads even 
more accessible and educational.

5 interactiveinteractive   
nature stories 

featuring 
double-layer 

lift flaps. 

and

Three
Step

Stories

More to More to 
come  come  
in the in the 
series!series!  



IT’S OUR BUSINESS
to �� A BETTER WORLD

Also available:

C�NGE�KERS DO SOMET�NG
for SOMEONE ELS� 

Meet kids just like you whose acts of social 
enterprise are raising awareness around 
our responsibility to people and the 
planet. Learn about the work they do and 
discover how the future of our world starts 
here… with you. 

This non-fiction picture book includes a 
how-to-help section, with simple steps 
to inspire young readers to take action at 
home and at school.

Meet 12 real-life children:
Maya Penn from the USA Fighting fast fashion
Aahan and Amal Patel from the UK Putting a stop to 
single-use straws
Jefferson Kang’acha from Kenya Growing food through  
sustainable farming
Archie Mandin from Australia Ambassador of Ocean 
Cleanup
Jiahua Chen from China Redistributing food destined  
for landfill
Lena Palm from Germany Working to end period 
poverty
Ellen Chilemba  from Malawi Supporting women and 
girls through arts and education
Omid Gholamzadeh Nasrabadi from Italy Making 
healthcare more accessibl
Reyhan Jamalova from Azerbaijan Promoting green 
energy
Michaela Mycroft from South Africa Campaigning for 
disablity access
Thomas Lesage from France Protecting our oceans
Fabiënne Overbeek from the Netherlands Reducing 
paper waste

End the trend for fast fashion,
Say no to single-use plastic, 

Donate surplus food to those in need,
Be the change you want to see.

978-1-913520-17-5
£6.99

978-1-913520-68-7
Publishing May 1st 2021
Written by Loll Kirby
Illustrated by Yas Imamura
Ages 4+; £6.99
Paperback; 280 x 240mm; 32pp 
Case with imitlin and debossing

Meet kids – just like you – whose small 
acts of kindness are changing the lives 
of others. Learn about the work they 
do and discover how the future of our 
world starts here... with you. 

This non-fiction picture book includes 
a how-to-help section, with simple 
steps to inspire young readers to 
take action at home and at school. 

Meet 12 real-life children:
Emily White from the United Kingdom campaigns 
for accessibility on behalf of disabled people
Winter Vincent from Australia fundraises for 
water filters
Havana Chapman-Edwards from the United States 
campaigns for diversity in children’s books
Selin Ornek from Turkey invents the world’s first 
robotic guide dog
Marie-Astrid Mence from France campaigns for 
diversity in ballet
Elena Meyer from Germany inspires children to 
engage with classical music 
Christopher Kleynhans and Reece Slade from South 
Africa raise awareness of mental health 
Ceip Sant Jordi Primary School from Spain brings 
people together to prevent loneliness in the elderly
Kesz Valdez from the Philippines protects children 
living on the streets
Mohamad Al Jounde from Syria builds a school to 
help educate refugee children
Katie Stagliano from the United States grows crops 
to help feed people in need
Yuqiu Chen from China provides medical care to 
vulnerable people who are ill or injured 

Do something to help your neighbour,
Do something to feed those in need, 

Do something to support mental health, 
Do something for someone else.

Also available 
as a Hardback

ISBN: 9781913520137
£12.99

978-1-913520-43-4
Publishing May 12th 2022
Written by Rebecca Hui
Illustrated by Anneli Bray
Ages 4+; £12.99
Hardback; 280 x 240mm; 32pp 
Case with graining and debossing



l i f el i f e

SPEND A DAY WITH  

12  rrealeal -- l i f el i f e
emergency service HEROEs

978-1-913520-67-0
Publishing June 2nd 2022 
Written by Eryl Nash
Illustrated by Ana Albero
Ages 4-6; £6.99
Paperback; 280 x 240mm; 32pp 
Case with matt lam, pantone 
5th colour and spot UV

Taking you to the heart of the heroes  
who help us, experience a day in the life 
of Cecilia the nurse, David-Lawrence the 
paramedic, Leonie the firefighter and Tamika 
the veterinarian. 

This uplifting picture book showcases 
the amazing work our frontline staff do, 
the incredible skills they have and the 
important equipment they need to save  
a life, in a unique graphic novel-inspired 
non-fiction format. With a foreword by 
British celebrity Dr Zoe Williams.

Also available Also available 

as a Hardbackas a Hardback

ISBNISBN:: 9781913520137
£12.99



A riotous romp through the 
world of scientists and the places 

they’l l take you. Find out who 
travels back in time to the land of 
the dinosaurs, who spends their day 
singing with whales, who collects 

stars in jars and who spies on 
snails . Dinosaurs come from 

mill ions of years ago, whales l ive 
in the ocean, stars come from 

space and snails l ive in your 
garden. . .  They were all discovered 

by SCIENTISTS. But where do 
scientists come from? Scientists 
that started off a lot l ike YOU. . .

Features a diverse range of 
best-loved scientists at work 

such as Wangari Maathai , 
David Attenborough and Mary 
Anning as well as some you’ve 

never heard of!

a book to inspire a book to inspire 

little scientists that little scientists that 

celebrates the celebrates the 

achievements of  achievements of  

science nowscience now

978-1-913520-54-0
Publishing July 7th 2022
Written by Saskia Gwinn
Illustrated by Ana Albero
Ages 3+; £12.99
Hardback; 280 x 240mm; 32pp 
Case with matt lam and spot UV



ACTION
REPLAY
ACTION
REPLAY

Take a front seat, and relive 25 of history’s 
greatest sporting moments as they 
happened, frame by frame. 

Slam the ball home with Michael Jordan; 
scale mountain heights with Marielle 
Goitschel; flip through the air with Simone 
Biles, with exhilarating commentary on each 
athlete and their contribution to their sport.

From sports journalist Adam Skinner, 
this richly illustrated book highlights the 
achievements and stories of notable 
athletes – male, female, able-bodied and 
Paralympians – from the 1800s to today, 
including trailblazers, Olympians and record-
breakers in more than twenty sports, making 
it a treasure trove for all the family to share.

Moments include: 
Michael Jordan’s foul-line dunk; Bethany 
Hamilton places first at Surf-N-Sea Pipeline 
Pro; Muhammad Ali wins the Rumble in the 
Jungle; Usain Bolt smashes the 100-metre world 
record; Torvil and Dean achieve a perfect score; 
Michael Phelps breaks a 2,168-year-old record; 
Joe Montana’s touchdown pass to Dwight Clark; 
Billie Jean King triumphs in the Battle of the 
Sexes; Tiger Woods sinks an ‘impossible chip’; 
Anna Van Der Breggen’s solo attack at Imola; 
Jackie Robinson breaks the colour barrier; Cathy 
Freeman wins 400-metre Olympic gold; Brandi 

Chastain’s world cup-winning penalty; Simone 
Biles tumbles to take Rio by storm; MS Dhoni hits 
an iconic six; US amateurs stun with Olympic 
victory over USSR; Jesse Owens jumps for gold; 
Kaori Icho makes Olympic wresting history; 
Marielle Goitschel signs off with slalom gold; 
Lewis Hamilton’s first world title; Kelly Clark 
lands a 1080; Germany destroys Brazil’s world 
cup dreams; Tommie Smith and John Carlos 
bring racial injustice centre stage; Ma Long’s 
third time on top of the world; Jonnie 
Peacock breaks Paralympic 100-metre 
T44 Record.

He dribbles...
He shoots... He 

scores! 

978-1-913520-45-8
Publishing August 4th 2022
Written by Adam Skinner
Illustrated by Mai Ly Degnan
Ages 7+; £14.99
Hardback; 290 x 235mm; 64pp 
Case with imitlin and debossing



The Secret  
Unicorn  

Club

Discover  

the hidden  
book 

within  
a book!

Would you like to join Would you like to join 
a secret club of unicorn a secret club of unicorn 
experts , who search for experts , who search for 
and look after unicorns and look after unicorns 

in the wild?in the wild?

Do you believe Do you believe 
in unicorns? in unicorns?   

Come with us on an enchanted adventure to find out all 

about unicorns – their way of life, their magic, where 

they live, their history – and earn your place in the 

Secret Unicorn Club by collecting badges as you go. 

If you prove 

yourself a true 

friend of the 

unicorns, you’ll 

find a very 

special surprise 

waiting for  

you, too! 

4 Enchanting Games in 1
Snap • Happy Families • Swap • Pairs
Do you believe in unicorns? 

What about their magical friends? 

Discover eight different mythological horses, 

from water horses to flying horses, whilst 

playing four classic family games: 

snap, happy families, swap and pairs!

Includes booklet explaining gameplay and fun trivia.

978-1-913520-64-9
Publishing September 29th 2022
Illustrated by Rae Ritchie
Ages 4+; £12.99
32 cards; 145 x 98mm
Box with matt lam and graining

978-1-913520-61-8
Publishing August  4th 2022
Written by Emma Roberts
Illustrated by Rae Ritchie, Tomislav Tomic
Ages 4+ ; £20.00
Hardback; 310 x 256mm; 24pp with 
32pp perfect bound book housed in 
backboard; Matt lam; 100% rose foil 



When Paloma goes to visit her 
family in Trinidad, she doesn’t feel 
that she fits in. But Tante Janet has a 
story to tell her: An ancient story of 
warrior queens and talking drums, 
of treasures and tales that span 
thousands of years… a story that 
Paloma shares in, because her story 
starts in Africa, too..

Join Tante and her inquisitive 
niece as they share the story 
of how her family came to the 
Caribbean, through the dark 
days of colonization and slavery, 
to the emergence of a thriving, 
contemporary community of many 
faces, places and successes.

A sensitively told A sensitively told 
and vibrantly and vibrantly 

illustrated story illustrated story 
of Black history of Black history 

from its very from its very 
ancient origins ancient origins 
through to its through to its 

dynamic future.dynamic future.

Illustrated 
by Jeanetta 

Gonzales

Written by one of the UK’s most celebrated Black 
children’s authors, Patrice Lawrence, parents may 
consider: why didn’t I know this before? 

Back matter with further reading and discussion 
starters make this a core educational title as well 
as a trade book. 

Winner of  Winner of  
the Bookseller the Bookseller 

YA Prize and the YA Prize and the 
Waterstones Waterstones 

PrizePrize

Written by  
Patrice Lawrence

978-1-913520-58-8
Publishing August 18th 2022
Written by Patrice Lawrence
Illustrated by Jeanetta Gonzales
Ages 4+; £12.99
Hardback; 240 x 280 mm; 40pp 
Case with 5th colour and spot UV



Here on the construction site, 
Bulldozer, Digger, Dump Truck, 

Concrete Mixer and Crane have a 
tough job ahead of them. 

Each one has their own story of 
resilience to tell, as they meet the 

challenge to get the job done! 

Double-layer lift flaps and 
read-aloud rhyming texts make 

this perfect inspiration for 
young readers.

5 interactive 5 interactive 

stories featuring stories featuring 

double-layer  double-layer  

lift flaps. lift flaps. 

  

T E A M WOR K m a ke s  t h e T E A M WOR K m a ke s  t h e 
DR E A M  WOR KDR E A M  WOR K

978-1-913520-56-4 (Digger)
978-1-913520-57-1 (Tractor)
Publishing September 1st 2022
Written by Jennifer Eckford
Illustrated by Katie Hunt
Ages 2+; £7.99
Board book; 189 x 167 mm; 10pp + flaps
Case with matt lam and spot UV



Take your time as 
you connect to the 
world with 40 slow 
journeys.

Each of these journeys are on foot, 
bike, boat or train, allowing you 
to take in the history, absorb the 
landscape and meet extraordinary 
people along the way.
 
Whether you roam the ‘Rose City’ 
of Petra, feel the magic of the 
Great Stones Way at Stonehenge 
or sail back in time up the River 
Nile, these journeys, illustrated 
step-by-step through each location 
and accompanied by texts from 
bestselling author Carl Honoré – 
so-called ‘Godfather of the Slow 
Movement’– provide young readers 
with a feast for the senses and food 
for the soul.

it’s theit’s the
JOURNEYJOURNEY

not thenot the
destinationdestination

978-1-913520-59-5
Publishing September 1st 2022
Written by Carl Honoré
Illustrated by The Brave Union
Ages 7+; £20.00
Hardback; 290 x 235mm; 96pp 
Case with imitlin and debossing



minute5
natuRe
stoR�es

Discover the interconnectedness of nature 
with this tabbed, non-fiction graphic 
novel that celebrates everyday 
miracles in a woodland. Written 
by science writer and poet Gabby 
Dawnay, each story is a lyrical,  
five-minute read, with  
an information page 
to follow.

Discover the mystery of 
MUSHROOMS 

Learn about the WOOD WIDE WEB – and how  
a whole forest communicates

Listen to the song of the DEER and learn about 
animal communication

Meet a family of STARLINGS and watch  
a murmuration

Meet a STAG BEETLE: nature’s great eco-warrior

Watch a metamorphosis as a TADPOLE transforms

Follow a BEE through a meadow and learn about 
pollination 

See a moth dance by the moon to learn about 
transverse orientation

Down by the meadow  
that blows wild and free,

there’s a world full of wonders  
I want you to see…

978-1-913520-44-1
Publishing September 15th 2022
Written by Gabby Dawnay
Illustrated by Mona K
Ages 4+; £16.99
Hardback; 270 x 220mm; 96pp
Case with imitlin and bronze foil



with me!with me! with lara lee 

This celebration is often called 
Chinese New Year, but is 
celebrated in many Asian 

countries. It marks the first new 
moon in the lunar calendar, which is based on 

the cycles of the moon instead of the sun . 
  

Families like mine get together for feasts,  Families like mine get together for feasts,  
eating foods such as dumplings, which represent eating foods such as dumplings, which represent 

wealth, long noodles to symbolize a long life,  wealth, long noodles to symbolize a long life,  
and spring rolls, which look like gold bars!  and spring rolls, which look like gold bars!  

There are decorations, lanterns, dragon dances There are decorations, lanterns, dragon dances 
and parades in the streets, and people  and parades in the streets, and people  

let off firecrackers.let off firecrackers.

L U N A R  L U N A R  
N E W  Y E A RN E W  Y E A R

xxxx
Cook  the  nood les : Cook  the  nood les :   

In a large pan of boiling water, cook the noodles according to the instructions on the packet. In a large pan of boiling water, cook the noodles according to the instructions on the packet. 
Drain and run them under cold water, then toss them in a little oil so they don’t stick together.Drain and run them under cold water, then toss them in a little oil so they don’t stick together.

Cook  the  pork : Cook  the  pork :   

Season the pork with salt. Heat the oil over a high heat in a large, deep heavy-based Season the pork with salt. Heat the oil over a high heat in a large, deep heavy-based 
pan, add the pork and stir-fry for 4–5 minutes. Remove and set aside. Reduce the heat to pan, add the pork and stir-fry for 4–5 minutes. Remove and set aside. Reduce the heat to 
medium, add the shallots and chillies, then cook for a few minutes until softened.  medium, add the shallots and chillies, then cook for a few minutes until softened.  

Finish  the  dish :  Finish  the  dish :  

Increase the heat and return the pork to the pan with the soy sauce and sugar.  Increase the heat and return the pork to the pan with the soy sauce and sugar.  
Stir-fry for 2–3 minutes, or until the sauce is thick and sticky. Add the kale and cook for Stir-fry for 2–3 minutes, or until the sauce is thick and sticky. Add the kale and cook for 
1 minute, then add the cooked noodles, peanuts and oyster sauce. Stir until combined and 1 minute, then add the cooked noodles, peanuts and oyster sauce. Stir until combined and 
heated through. Sprinkle with another handful of peanuts, then serve immediately.heated through. Sprinkle with another handful of peanuts, then serve immediately.

There’s no pairing I 
love more than pork and 

noodles! Leave the chillies 
out if you prefer. 

MAKE A CHINESE DRAGON COSTUME

SPICED SOY PORK 
LONGEVITY NOODLES

PREP TIME: 20 MINS
COOK TIME: 10 MINS

SERVES 4–6  
AS A MAIN COURSE

Find a large cardboard box and cut a wide, smile-shaped hole through the front 
Find a large cardboard box and cut a wide, smile-shaped hole through the front 

and into the two sides. Add cardboard teeth, ears, and stick on some curly 
and into the two sides. Add cardboard teeth, ears, and stick on some curly 

strips below the mouth for a beard. strips below the mouth for a beard. 

Cut out two small round nostril holes above the mouth and attach  
Cut out two small round nostril holes above the mouth and attach  

two googly eyes to the top. If you like, you can paint the  
two googly eyes to the top. If you like, you can paint the  

dragon head red.dragon head red.

Attach a long piece of red fabric for its body.
Attach a long piece of red fabric for its body.

Put your dragon head on, grab Put your dragon head on, grab 

some friends and get dancing!some friends and get dancing!

The longer your dragon dances The longer your dragon dances 

for, the more luck it brings to for, the more luck it brings to 

the community!the community!

^ ^ 280g dried egg noodles or 280g dried egg noodles or 
^ ^ 670g fresh noodles  670g fresh noodles  
 (such as Hokkien) (such as Hokkien)
^ ^ 500g skinless pork belly cubes500g skinless pork belly cubes
^ ^ 2 tbsp sunflower or  2 tbsp sunflower or  
 rapeseed oil rapeseed oil
^ ^ 6 medium shallots, sliced6 medium shallots, sliced
^ ^ 2 deseeded and sliced long  2 deseeded and sliced long  
 red chillies (optional) red chillies (optional)
^ ^ 6 tbsp light soy sauce6 tbsp light soy sauce
^ ^ 2 tbsp palm or brown sugar2 tbsp palm or brown sugar
^ ^ 100g kale, roughly chopped100g kale, roughly chopped
^ ^ 70g roasted salted peanuts,  70g roasted salted peanuts,  
 plus extra to serve plus extra to serve
^ ^ 4 tbsp oyster sauce4 tbsp oyster sauce

•   9   •

Eggs are often decorated in  
special ways to celebrate Easter —  

a symbol of rebirth . 

Draw or print out an egg template. Draw or print out an egg template. 

Use it to cut out 10 egg shapes using Use it to cut out 10 egg shapes using 

paper or card with different colours paper or card with different colours 

and patterns – whatever you like! and patterns – whatever you like! 

Carefully fold all the eggs in half Carefully fold all the eggs in half 

lengthways.lengthways.

Glue one half of each folded egg to Glue one half of each folded egg to 

another half, and keep going, each another half, and keep going, each 

time adding a new one, until you have time adding a new one, until you have 

used 9 of the egg shapes. Before you used 9 of the egg shapes. Before you 

glue the last one, add a loop of yarn or 
glue the last one, add a loop of yarn or 

ribbon so that you can hang it up. ribbon so that you can hang it up. 

Carefully open the sides and make sure 
Carefully open the sides and make sure 

they have even spacing between them, 
they have even spacing between them, 

then leave to dry. then leave to dry. 

MAKE A 3D PAPER  
EASTER EGG 

with Silvina de Vit 

Easter is the Christian celebration  
of the Resurrection , Jesus’ miraculous 

return to life after he was put to  
death on a cross. 

Easter Sunday is the final day of Holy Week,  Easter Sunday is the final day of Holy Week,  
or Semana Santa as it's called in many countries. or Semana Santa as it's called in many countries. 

Eggs have been associated with Easter for more than Eggs have been associated with Easter for more than 
700 years. They symbolize new life emerging from the 700 years. They symbolize new life emerging from the 

eggshell. There are folklore traditions too, like the eggshell. There are folklore traditions too, like the 
Easter bunny, which represents spring and rebirth. Easter bunny, which represents spring and rebirth. 

People celebrate by going to church,  People celebrate by going to church,  
watching parades, having a big lunch together  watching parades, having a big lunch together  

and hunting for chocolate Easter eggs.and hunting for chocolate Easter eggs.

E A S T E RE A S T E R xxxx

Make the  dough :Make  the  dough :  

Mix the f lour in a large bowl Mix the f lour in a large bowl 
with the instant yeast,  salt , with the instant yeast,  salt , 
sugar and lemon zest.  Add sugar and lemon zest.  Add 
the eggs,  butter,  vanilla the eggs,  butter,  vanilla 
extract and milk.  Gradually extract and milk.  Gradually 
incorporate them into the incorporate them into the 
f lour and knead for about 5 f lour and knead for about 5 
minutes,  or until  smooth and minutes,  or until  smooth and 
elastic .  Set aside,  covered , elastic .  Set aside,  covered , 
until  it  has doubled in size.until  it  has doubled in size.

Make  the  pastry  cream: Make  the  pastry  cream: 

Heat the milk and vanilla Heat the milk and vanilla 
extract in a pan until  almost simmering.  In a separate extract in a pan until  almost simmering.  In a separate 
bowl ,  whisk the sugar,  egg yolks,  cornflour and plain bowl ,  whisk the sugar,  egg yolks,  cornflour and plain 
f lour to make a paste.  Gradually pour on the hot milk, f lour to make a paste.  Gradually pour on the hot milk, 
whisking continuously.  Return the mixture to the pan whisking continuously.  Return the mixture to the pan 
and cook over a low heat,  stirring,  until  it  simmers and and cook over a low heat,  stirring,  until  it  simmers and 
thickens.  Set aside to cool .thickens.  Set aside to cool .

Shape  the  loaf : Shape  the  loaf : 

Punch the dough down and shape it  into a large circle. Punch the dough down and shape it  into a large circle. 
Make a big hole in the middle and put a ball  of kitchen Make a big hole in the middle and put a ball  of kitchen 
foil  inside to hold its shape.  Cover and leave to prove foil  inside to hold its shape.  Cover and leave to prove 
until  almost doubled in size. until  almost doubled in size. 

Bake  and  decorate  the  loaf :Bake  and  decorate  the  loaf :

 Preheat the oven to 180°C/160°C fan/gas 4 .   Preheat the oven to 180°C/160°C fan/gas 4 .  
Bake the bread for 40 minutes,  or until  golden ,  Bake the bread for 40 minutes,  or until  golden ,  
then remove and leave to cool .  Pipe the pastry  then remove and leave to cool .  Pipe the pastry  
cream in a ring around the top and decorate  cream in a ring around the top and decorate  
with glacé cherries and pearl sugar.with glacé cherries and pearl sugar.

This tasty Argentinian 
sweet bread is made  

in a ring shape to 
represent eternal life . 

ROSCA DE 
PASCUA

PREP TIME: 3 HOURS  
(INCLUDING RISING AND PROVING TIME)

COOK TIME: 40 MINUTES
SERVES 6–8

^ ^ 700g plain f lour700g plain f lour
^ ^ 14g fast-action instant yeast14g fast-action instant yeast
^ ^ 1 tsp salt1 tsp salt
^ ^ 100g caster sugar100g caster sugar
^ ^ finely grated zest of 1 lemonfinely grated zest of 1 lemon
^ ^ 3 lightly beaten eggs3 lightly beaten eggs
^ ^ 115g unsalted butter,  cubed  115g unsalted butter,  cubed  
 and softened  and softened 
^ ^ 1 tbsp vanilla extract1 tbsp vanilla extract
^ ^ 200ml lukewarm milk200ml lukewarm milk
^ ^ glacé cherries,  to decorateglacé cherries,  to decorate
^ ^ pearl sugar,  to decoratepearl sugar,  to decorate

For the pastry cream:For the pastry cream:
^ ^ 300ml milk300ml milk
^ ^ 2 tsp vanilla extract2 tsp vanilla extract
^ ^ 75g sugar75g sugar
^ ^ 3 egg yolks3 egg yolks
^ ^ 30g cornflour30g cornflour
^ ^ 20g plain f lour20g plain f lour

Each spread will introduce a Each spread will introduce a 
different holiday , step-by-step different holiday , step-by-step 
recipe and craft activity , told by recipe and craft activity , told by 
famous faces from around the famous faces from around the 
world . A book to help us learn world . A book to help us learn 
about other cultures, connect about other cultures, connect 
with the passing seasons and with the passing seasons and 
bring meaning to the year.bring meaning to the year.

A joy-filled collection of 
recipes, crafts, stories 
and games that celebrate 
festivals and special days 
all around the world. 

A donation to the charity  A donation to the charity  
No Kid Hungry will be made  No Kid Hungry will be made  

for every copy sold.for every copy sold.

978-1-913520-60-1
Publishing September 29th 2022
Edited by Laura Gladwin
Illustrated by Dawn M. Cardona
Ages 5+; £17.99
Hardback; 310 x 256 mm; 64pp 
Case with imitlin and gold foil



Travel the globe, visiting some of 
its most famous fossil sites, and 
flash your magic torch to reveal the 
prehistoric beasts that once roamed 
the earth. Search for the mighty T-rex 
in North America, take to the skies 
with the pterosaurs in Europe, and 
be careful you don’t get trampled 
by enormous sauropods in Australia. 
Turn the pages and turn on your 
torch… if you dare!

Are you ready  Are you ready  
to become a to become a 

dinosaur spotter?dinosaur spotter?

SHINE YOUR  
MAGIC TORCH

Also available:

978-1-9161805-7-4
£20.00

This epic journey follows in the footsteps of 
adventurous palaeontologist Annie Mortimer and 
her daughter Millie as they journey around the world 
visiting dinosaur hotspots. While Annie teaches 
Millie all about these mighty beasts, Millie flashes 
her magic torch to make the dinosaurs appear. To her 
amazement, she sees prehistoric creatures stalking 
the landscape, soaring through the skies and cruising 
the oceans, just as they did millions of years ago. Will 
readers be able to see them too?

uv torch 
Illuminates  
more than  
30 Magical  

Beasts!

978-1-913520-62-5
Publishing September 29th 2022
Written by Dr Annie Mortimer and Millie
Illustrated by Peng Yu
Ages 7+; £20.00
Hardback; 256 x 310 mm (L); 40pp
Case with platform; blister and UV torch; 
gold foil



978-1-913520-74-8
Publishing September 29th 2022
Written by Joanne Ruelos Diaz
Illustrated by Annelies Draws
Ages 4+; £12.99
30 cards; 145 x 98mm
Box with matt lam plus graining

Find joy every day with 
30 mindful activities 

Encourage your little one to find joy every day with this 
box of 30 simple mindful activities.
 
Easy-to-follow exercises cultivate mindfulness and 
celebrate the little things that bring great joy every day 
to foster positive mental health and well-being. Includes 

a booklet to help guide carers through the activities

978-1-913520-03-8
Published September 1st 2021 
Written by Joanne Ruelos Diaz
Illustrated by Annelies Draws
Ages 4-6; £12.99
Hardback; 210 x 128mm; 368pp  
Case with matt lam and gold foil

X



e a c h  b o o k  f e at u r e s  C h a r m i n g  r h ym i n g  v e r s e 

t h at  i n t ro d u c e s  s i x  m i n d f u l  m o m e n ts  – 

p e r f ec t  f o r  yo u n g  n at u r e  lo v e r s . 

Based on the bestselling Slow Down 
which has sold in 23 languages. board books

* Number 1  am azo n b es ts elli ng b o o k * 

*  voted  'b es t  b o o k fo r  lo ckd o wn' 

by the s unday t i m es  * 

*  a  Bookseller  Ed i to r ’s  Cho i ce B o o k * 

 * *  Kirkus starred review **
‘splendiferous! ’

f l a s h c a r d s  w i t h  3 0  n at u r e - i n s p i r e d 

m i n d f u l n e s s  e x e rc i s e s  to  d o  at  h o m e

1 0 0  P i ec e 

p u z z l e

Also available:

978-1-913520-30-4
£12.99

978-1-913520-32-8
£17.99

978-1-913520-30-4
£16.99

20  n ature stori es 
to h elp you li ve 
in  the p resent

Slow Down and Be Here Now
978-1-913520-65-6 
Publishing September 29th 2022
Written by Laura Brand 
Illustrated by Freya Hartas  
Ages 5+, £14.99
Hardback; 290 x 235mm; 48pp
Case with imitlin and gold foiling

... in the Park (978-1-913520-27-4)

... on your Doorstep (978-1-913520-26-7)
Published May 1st 2021
Illustrated by Freya Hartas
Ages 0+; £6.99
Board books; 180 x 167 mm; 12pp 
Matt lam

30 Mindful Activity Cards 
978-1-913520-25-0
Published April 1st 2021
Written by Emily Sharratt
Illustrated by Freya Hartas
Ages 3+; £12.99
185 x 120 mm; 31 cards; Box matt lam



 

Slow Down
Rachel Williams illus. Freya Hartas

978-1-9161805-1-2
128pp / 290 x 235mm /  £16.99 / 01.04.2020

Rights sold: Catalan; Chinese; Croatian; Czech; 
Danish; Dutch; Estonian; French; German; Greek; 

Hungarian; Italian; Japanese; Korean; Polish; Russian; 
Serbian; Spanish; Slovak; Swedish; Turkish; US 

English; Vietnamese

Adventure Starts at Bedtime
Ness Knight illus. Qu Lan 

978-1-9161805-5-0
128pp / 270 x 210mm / £14.99 / 

01.06.2020

Rights sold: Chinese; French; 
 German; Greek; US English, Russia

Perfectly Imperfect Stories
Leo Potion illus. Ana Strumpf

978-1-9161805-3-6
64pp / 290 x 235mm / £12.99  

01.05.2020

Rights sold: Croatian; Dutch; 
US English

Magical Creatures and Mythical Beasts
Professor Mortimer illus. Victo Ngai

978-1-9161805-7-4
48pp / 256 x 310mm / £20.00 / 01.09.2020

Rights sold: Catalan; Chinese; Italian; Polish;  
Russian; Spanish; US English

UV torch 
illuminates more 
than 30 magical 

beasts!

Old Enough to Save the Planet 
Loll Kirby illus. Adelina Lirius

978-1-916180-52-9
32pp / 280 x 240mm / £6.99 

01.03.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; Croatian; Dutch; 
French; German; Hungarian; Italian; 
Korean; Norway; Polish; Romanian; 

Spanish; Turkish; Ukrainian; US 
English; Vietnamese

Do Something for Someone Else
Loll Kirby illus. Yas Imamura

978-1-913520-13-7
32pp / 280 x 240mm / £12.99  

01.04.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; French; German; 
Italian; Spanish; US English

How to Talk to a Tiger...  
and Other Animals

Jason Bittel illus. Kelsey Buzzell
978-1-9135200-7-6

64pp / 290 x 235mm / £14.99 / 
01.05.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; Czech; 
 Dutch; German; Italian; Japanese;  

Russian; Serbian; US English

Once Upon Our Planet
Vita Murrow illus. Aitch

978-1-913520-08-3
80pp / 270 x 210mm 

£14.99 / 01.07.2021

Rights sold: Chinese;  
French; US English

The Magic Carpet's Guide 
to Earth's Forbidden Places

Patrick Makin illus. Whooli Chen 
978-1-9161805-6-7 

80pp / 310 x 256mm / £18.99 
01.10.2020

Rights sold: Chinese; 
French; Polish; US English

The Dragon Ark 
Curatoria Draconis illus. Tomislav Tomic 

978-1-9161805-8-1
80pp / 370 x 272mm / £20.00 / 01.10.2020

Rights sold: Chinese; Dutch; French; German; Greek; 
Italian; Korean; Polish; Russian; US English

1,000 
piece 

jigsaw 

printed in

gold foil
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Earth’s Aquarium
Alexander Kaufman illus. Mariana Rodrigues

978-1-913520-09-0
80pp / 370 x 272mm / £20.00 / 10.06.2021

Rights sold: Catalan; Danish; Dutch; 
Korean; Russian; Spanish; US English

Feast Your Eyes On Food
Laura Gladwin illus. Zoe Barker

978-1-913520-22-9
96pp / 310 x 256mm / £20.00  

01.09.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; Dutch; German; 
Russian, US English

We Have a Dream
Mya-Rose Craig illus. Sabrena Khadija

978-1-913520-20-5
64pp / 230 x 180mm / £14.99  

01.09.2021

Rights sold: US English

The Little Book of Joy
Joanne Ruelos Diaz illus. Annelies Draws

978-1-913520-03-8
368pp / 210 x 128mm / £12.99  

01.10.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; Italian; US English

Slow Down... and Sleep Tight
Rachel Williams illus. Freya Hartas

978-1-913520-30-4
32pp / 280 x 240mm /  £12.99

 01.08.2021

Rights sold: Croatian; Czech; Dutch; 
French; Greek; Slovak; Turkish; US English

‘Tackles discrimination 
in the debate over 

climate change’
– The Bookseller

Dragons of the Skies
illus. Tomislav Tomic
978-1-913520-15-1

Puzzle / 254 x 254mm / £16.99 / 01.07.2020

Baking Bingo
Laura Gladwin  illus. Zoë Barker

978-1-913520-31-1
Game / 220 x 220mm / £20.00 / 01.09.2021

The Nutcracker
Lilly McArdle illus. Jane Bodil

978-1-913520-21-2
24pp / 280 x 240mm   
£20.00 / 01.10.2021

Rights sold: Chinese; Greek;  
Italian; US English

‘Twas the Night Before Christmas
Clement C. Moore illus. Raquel Martin

978-1-913520-29-8
24pp / 280 x 240mm  
£20.00 / 01.10.2021

Rights sold: US English



SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT

At Magic Cat Publishing we aim to make our business as  
sustainable as possible. As creators of children’s book in a process  

that uses natural resources, we have a responsibility to do this for our 
young readers and their future. This is an ongoing plan for us and one that 

we will constantly be monitoring. We want our business to  
have the sustainability as our stories.

OUR BOOKS

• all our books are printed on FSC paper
• we use soya inks as standard and vegetable inks where available
• we only work with printers that are accredited to internationally recognised
standards such as ICTI
• all our printers are regularly audited to ensure best working practice
• we have reduced non-paper elements in our packaging
• we now have 100% paper-based game products
• we safety test where appropriate to ensure our books reach the highest
standards
• we consolidate shipping
• we print lean to avoid excess printing, shipping and stock

OUR OFFICE AND CULTURE

• we recycle and reuse
• our offices are newly insulated and maximise natural light for energy efficiency
• we encourage and support green travel
• we pay our employees the London living wage
• we are an equal opportunities employer
• we are owned and run by working mothers. We want all employees to be able to
balance family and work life, and offer flexible working for all employees.
• we create opportunities for young, diverse talent and support the LDN
apprenticeship scheme

OUR FUTURE

• we are eliminating single use plastic on an ongoing basis
• we are committed to lowering our carbon footprint through discourse with third-
party consultants
• we will work with specialist organisations and other children’s publishers
to ensure we have the best advice on environmental policy and responsible
management
• we will work with the IPG to ensure best practice
• we will continue to learn and to adapt to what is best for our environment

We design our books as ethically as possible with an 
emphasis on longevity. We create books for life.
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